Promotional sales have become in recent years a paramount issue in the marketing strategies of many companies, specially in the current economic situation. Empirical models of consumer promotional behavior, mostly based on machine learning methods, are becoming more usual than theoretical models, given the complexity of the promotional interactions and the availability of electronic recordings. However, the performance description and comparison among promotion models are usually made in terms of absolute and empirical values, which is a limited handling of the information. Here we first propose to use a simple nonparametric statistical tool, the paired bootstrap resampling, for establishing clear cut-off test based comparisons among methods for machine learning based promotional models, by simply taking into account the estimated statistical distribution of the actual risk. The method is used to determine the existence of actual statistically significant differences in the performance of different machine design issues for multilayer perceptron based marketing models, in a real database of everyday goods (milk products). Our results show that paired bootstrap resampling is a simple and effective procedure for promotional modeling using machine learning techniques.
INTRODUCTION
In the present economic landscape, given by economic instability and changes in the acquisition behavior of consumers, food retailers have turned to the modification of the conventional commercial decisions implemented in their shops (Haluk and Özgül, 2007) . Therefore, sales promotion have become in recent years a fundamental tool for retailers' strategies, and the investment in this setting has highly increased in the marketing strategy, with percentage even above 50% (Blattberg and Neslin, 1990) . Better understanding of the sales promotion dynamics has received growing attention from machine learning and data mining techniques, which are powerful tools to extract information from examples in past quantitative experience (Leeflang and Wittingk, 2000) .
However, operational problems can arise in machine learning promotional modeling, when based on nonlinear estimation techniques, for evaluating and demonstrating working hypothesis (Heerde et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2008) . First, conventional parametric tests are often not appropriate, because given the heavy tails and heteroscedasticity for the prediction residuals, Gaussianity is no longer a working property for them. Second, special attention has to be paid in order to be sure to be working with hypothesis tests in terms of actual risk comparisons, and not of empirical risk comparisons, to avoid as much as possible the unaware presence of overfitting in the machine learning based models. And third, as an indirect consequence of not having a clear cut-off test, their results cannot always be easily compared across studies, even when they have been made on the same data set.
Therefore, the objective of this work was to propose an operative procedure for model diagnosis in the context of using machine learning techniques for promotional efficiency applications. We used an empirical approach, based on machine learning techniques for analyzing the sales dynamics in a specific product, namely, milk, which is a everyday consumer products, and we analyzed its response to promotional
TEST FOR ACTUAL RISK
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are multiparametric nonlinear models, and they are capable of learning from samples and discovering complex relationships among variables which can be hidden in the data volume available in the training set (Bishop, 1995) . In the MLP network, one of the mostly used ANN, there is one input neuron for each variable in input pattern x, and as many output neurons as output variables to be estimated (i.e., y can be a multivariable output), hence the number of hidden layers and the number of neurons in each have to be chosen during the design process.
Several merit figures can be used for benchmarking estimation models with machine learning techniques. On the one hand, absolute merit figures give an idea of the actual magnitude of the averaged error, being usual being the Mean Absolute Error (MAE),
− y i | whereas relative merit figures can give a better idea of the amount of variability in the data which has ben actually captured by the model. In this work, a cross-validation technique is used for benchmarking and comparing several model architectures (Haykin, 1999) .
A bootstrap resample is a data subset is drawn from the observation set according to their empirical pdfp y,x (x, y). Hence, the true pdf is approximated by the empirical pdf estimated from the observations, and the bootstrap resample can be seen as a sampling with replacement process of the observed data, this is,p y,
.., N}, where superscript * represents, in general, any observation, functional, or estimator, that arises from the bootstrap resampling process. A partition of V * in terms of resample
is the subset of observations that are included in resample b, and V * out (b) is the subset of non included observations. A bootstrap replication of an estimator is given by its calculation constrained to the observations included in the bootstrap resample. The bootstrap replication of the empirical risk estimator given by a calculation operator t and its weights w iŝ
The scaled histogram obtained from B resamples is an approximation to the true pfd of the empirical risk. However, further advantage can be obtained by calculating the bootstrap replication of the risk estimator on the non included observations. By doing so, rather than estimating the empirical risk, we are in fact obtaining the replication of the actual risk, i.e.,R * act (b) = t ({w}, V * out (b)). The bootstrap replication of the averaged actual risk can be obtained by just taking the average ofR * act (b) for b = 1, . . . , B. Moreover, the replications of the pdf of the model merit figures can provide confidence intervals (CI) for the performance. A typical range for B in practical applications can be from 100 to 2000 bootstrap resamples.
For giving a clear cut-off test allowing us to benchmark the significance of the observed differences between the performance of two different machine learning based promotional models, we use here the bootstrap nonparametric resampling procedure. The use of bootstrap resampling is supported by the previous observation of heavy tails in the residual distribution when using this kind of models, as well as bimodalities, and other non-Gaussian effects (Efron and Tibshirani, 1997) . The procedure can be readily adapted in order to benchmark the performance of two different machine learning techniques (or a given algorithm with different settings), by using a paired bootstrap resampling, in which the same resamples are to be considered in the benchmarked models. In this work, when resampling two different models model 1 and model 2 , results have been compared according to three different statistics, namely,
where CI has been obtained for a 95% level, and ∆CI(model i ) = CI sup (model i )−CI in f (model i ). These statistics provide a description in terms of the average magnitude of the error, but also in terms of its scatter. In general, given that it is complicated to obtain closed forms for CI of scatter measurements, bootstrap resampling represents a useful approximation for making it possible.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We used a real database with a everyday consumer products corresponding to the milk product category. Specifically 6 products were analyzed corresponding to 6 different promotional models, as indicated in Table 1. The number of daily sold units were available in the same retailer (supermarket) during one year, excluding the weekends. Up to 304 examples (patterns) were available for each category, corresponding to the days when transactions were recorded in the supermarket. They were aggregated into 43 weeks, in order not to have a too strong effect of weekly seasonality in this database. In all models, there are three kinds of input variable: price indices x M , direct discount x d and baseline BL. Regarding the price indices variable they are defined as PI(i,t) = P prom (i,t) P reg (i,t) , where P reg (i,t) and P prom (i,t) are the regular and promotional price, respectively, of product i at week t. Hence, the price index gives the relative variation between the promotional price and the regular price, and its value is 1 whenever both are equal.
The input pattern was given by concatenation of the three kind of input variables,
The output of each model is given by the sold units for that particular product.
Hence, the promotional model can be expressed as
, where y(i,t) is the number of sold units for the i − th product during week t;
] is a vector with the price indices of product i during week t, with n m = 6; x D (i,t) is the direct discount dichotomous variable for product i during week t; and BL(t) is the baseline variable at week t. The input metric variables were the same for all the models.
We considered the decision of two different design criteria for MLP-based promotional models. On the one hand, the MLP for estimation problems can give a multiple output, which in principle could benefit from the consideration of joint cross-information among models. However, there is no warranty that a multiple output architecture will work better than a separate MLP single model for each product. On the other hand, another design criterion is the use of different activation functions in the hidden layer nodes, being two widely used forms the linear and the sigmoid logistic activation. Given that there is no theoretical result, this function has to be chosen for each data mining model.
For this purpose, free parameters were tuned in the MLP for the single output set of models using LOO. Then paired bootstrap test was used to check which architecture can be pointed as more convenient, in terms of the previously used merit figures. Table 1 shows the comparison of the number of neurons in the hidden layer (n 0 ) for both architectures. Note that n 0 has a relevant variation in terms of different products with single output, and also, that n 0 is sensibly larger for multiple output MLP architecture. Table 2 shows the MAE and the comparison among both schemes, with the sigmoid activation function, for all the products in the data base. Individual models for each product with single output is denoted as MLP ind , whereas multiple output architecture is denoted as MLP. Each cell in the second and third columns contains the empirically estimated actual risk (i.e., averaged from LOO estimation of MAE for each case), together with the bootstrap estimate of the averaged MAE, namely, the mean (upper line, right), and the 95% CI of this sample mean. The apparently best model of both, in terms of empirical LOO-MAE, is highlighted in bold. The comparison between both models is represented in the last column, showing the average and the 95% CI for ∆MAE, ∆CI, and ∆CI sup , in the first, second, and third line of the cell, respectively. In this column, bold is used for highlighting the CI which yield significant differences with respect to the paired bootstrap test, i.e., those statistics for the differential merit figure whose estimated difference does not overlap the zero level.
It can be observed that, for Models 3 and 4, the performance is apparently better when using individual architectures, whereas Models 1, 2, 5, and 6 are better when considering the joint architecture. However, only significant differences are present in Models 5 and 6, both in terms of averaged and scatter MAE, hence the most advantageous situation is to use a multiple output architecture. No significant differences are sustained by the paired bootstrap test for Models 1, 2, 3 and 4. In general terms, we can conclude that, for this Milk Data Base, it is better to con-sider multiple output MLP architecture in those products showing a more stable behavior, and hence, results can be strongly dependent on the specific product.
For the case of MLP with single output, the increased performance due to the use of linear or sigmoid logistic activation function in the hidden layer nodes, was further analyzed. Table 3 shows the same information than in the previous analysis, for the paired comparison of both models in each product, after having fixed the individual output architecture design parameter, according to the previous result. In this case, the empirical MAE is lower when using linear activation functions in all models except Model 4. Significant differences are supported by the bootstrap test only in Models 5 and 6, but with strong consistency for all the statistics evaluated for the merit figure distribution. In general terms, it can be concluded that using linear activation function in the hidden nodes yields better results consistently in the Milk Data Base analyzed here.
CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, a method for giving a systematic statistical comparison between two machine-learning based models in promotional sales modeling has been presented. The method has its bases on the principles of the estimation of statistical descriptors of actual risk and their pdf, by means of bootstrap resampling, and on the use of the increment in the merit figure. The consideration of paired differences gives a suitable approach for controlling the standard error of the statistical description of the merit figures, hence allowing clear cut-off tests.
